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Oxygen electron configuration notation

The content that follows is the fabric of General Chemistry Lecture 26. In this lecture we continue with the discussion of Quantum Numbers and its use in Electron Configurations as well as the ratio of electron configuration to the periodic properties of the elements. Electron configuration
electron configurations are the summary of where the electrons are around a core. As we learned earlier, each neutral atom equates a number of electrons to its number of protons. What we will do now is put those electrons in an arrangement around the core indicating their energy and the
shape of the orbit in which they are located. Here's a summary of the types of orbit and how many electrons each can contain: So based on what we know about the quantum numbers and using the chart above, you need 2 electrons to fill an orbit, 6 electrons to fill a p orbit, 10 electrons to
fill a d orbit and 14 electrons to fill the f orbit. BUT what we haven't discussed is how this orbit becomes full... the order of fill. Sequence of Fill the order in which electrons are placed in the orbit is based on the order of their energy. This is referred to as the Aufbau principle. The lowest
energy orbiter fills first. Just like the quantum numbers themselves, this order is determined by the calculation and is summed up by the following graph: or you can only use the periodic table: How to write an Electron Configuration The symbols used for writing the electron configuration
begin with the shell number (n) followed by the type of orbit and ultimately indicate the super script to how many electrons are in the orbit. For example: If you look at the periodic table, you can see that Oxygen has 8 electrons. Based on the order of fill above, these 8 electrons will fill in the
following order 1s, 2s and then 2p. So Oxygen's electron configuration would be U1s22s22p4. Special Instance Configurations ofions provides a special instance of electron configuration and also demonstrates the reason for forming those ions in the first place. If you need to write the full
electron configuration for an ion, you only add additional electrons and the configuration is simply continued. For example, we know that Oxygen always forms 2- iione when it makes an ion. It will add 2 electrons to its normal configuration making the new configuration: O2-1s22s22p6. With
10 electrons, you should note that oxygen's electron configuration is now exactly the same as Neon's. We talked about the fact that ions form because they can become more stable with the profit or loss of electrons to become like the noble gases and now you can actually see how they
become the same. The electron configurations for Cations are also made based on the number of electrons, but there is a slight difference in the way they are configured. First you need to write their normal electron configuration and then when to remove electrons, you need to take them
out of the outer shell. Note that isn't always the same way they were added. Here's an example of what I mean: Iron has 26 electrons so its normal electron configuration would be: Fe 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d6 When we make a 3+ ion for Iron, we must first take the electrons out of the outer
shell so that it would not be the 4s tracking: Fe3+1s22s2p63s23p63d5 One other note on writing electron configurations: A short cut. When some of the lower table configurations are written, the total configuration can be quite long. In these cases, you can use the previous noble gas to
shorten the configuration as shown below. You just need to complete the configuration of where the noble guest leaves it: Exceptions As with every other topic we've covered to date, there are also exceptions to the order of filling. But based on the electron configurations generated, these
exceptions are easy to understand. In the d-block, specifically the groups that contain Chromium and Copper, there is an exception in how they are filled. Here are the actual configurations: In these columns, The 4s and 3d Practice, Practice There are many quizzes on electron
configurations that you can practice with located here Orbital Diagrams another way to represent the order of filling for an atom was by using an orbital diagram often referred to as the small boxes: The boxes are used to represent the orbit and to show the electrons The order of filling is the
same , but if you can see from above the electrons are singingly placed in the boxes before being filled with both electrons. It's called Hund's Rule: Half fill before filling up and again this rule was established based on energy calculations that indicated that this was the way atoms actually
spread their electrons in the orbits. Periodic Properties One of the really cool things about electron configurations is their relationship with the periodic table. Basically, the periodic table was built so that elements would align with similar electron configurations in the same groups (columns).
Periodic Table that last orbit filled for each element The periodic table shown above shows how the configuration of each element was aligned so that the last orbit filled is the same except for the shell. The reason this was done is that setting an element gives the element its properties and
similar configurations similar properties. Let's go through some of the Periodic Properties that are directly influenced by the electron configuration: Atomic Size The size of atoms increases go down in the periodic table. This should be intuitive, as with each row of the table you add a shell (n).
What's not so intuitive is why the size decreases from left to right. But again, the construction of the electron configuration gives us the answer. What do you do if you go over the periodic table? Reply, add protons core and add electrons to the valence shell of van Element. What doesn't
change if you cross a period? Answer, the inner shell electrons. So think of it this way, the inner shell electrons are a shield against pulling the core. If you cross a period and increase the number of protons at the core, you increase its pull, but since you only add electrons to the new shell,
the shield does not increase, but remains the same all the way over. This means the pull on the electrons added to the valence track gradually increases all the way across. What happens if you pull harder on the electrons? Well, they get closer to the core and reduce the size of the atom.
The effect of the core pull on the electrons that are added over a period of time is called the effective core cost and is calculated as ZEff = #protons - Core # Electrons. So for example the pull felt by Sulphur would be ZEff = 16 - 10 = +6 Electron holeivity Electron holeivity may be the most
important of the periodic properties you can learn and be understood, since so many other characteristics depend on its value. Electrongativity is an atomic ability to draw electrons to itself. Electrongativity is generally expressed by the Pauling scale and the values have been experimentally
determined. The table below shows the scale values for the elements. The electrongativity values rise from left to right and bottom to the top in the periodic table, excluding the Noble gases. The most electronitive element is Fluorine. From these electron holivity values, we can divert the
patterns of two other periodic properties: Ionization energy and electron paffinity. Ionization energy is the amount of energy needed to remove an electron from an atom. All ionization energy is positive values, because all these removals (even those for elements that form positive iie) require
input from energy. The more electronize the element, the higher the ionization eneregation. The Electron approfiny of an element is the amount of energy obtained or released with the addition of an electron. The electrongativity and electron refinity rise in the same pattern in the periodic
table. Left to right and bottom to top. Periodic Table Store Printable Table 8O Available oxygen properties... Oxygen atoms have 8 electrons and the tracking structure is 2.6. The ground state electron configuration of ground state gaseous neutral oxygen is [He].2s2.2p4 and the term symbol
is 3P2. Schematic electronic configuration of oxygen. The Foods Shell structure of oxygen. Atomic spectrum A representation of the atomic spectrum of oxygen. Ionization Energy and electron affinity The electron affinity of oxygen is 141 kJ mole-1. The ionization energy of oxygen is given
below. Ionization energy from oxygen Ionization energy number Enthalpy/kJ mole-1 1st1313.94 2nd3388.67 3rd5300.47 4th6th13326.4 7th710989.6th13326.4 7th71334.2 8th84078.3 Ionization energy from oxygen. Effective Core Costs The Following Are effektiewe kernkoste, Zeff. Zeff. the
hyperlinks for more details and for graphs in different formats. Effective core cost for oxygen 1s7.6579 2s4.49 2p4.45 3s (no data) 3p (no data) 3d (no data) 4s (no data) 4p (no data) 4 (no data ) 4d (no data) 4f (no data) 5s (no data) 5p (no data) 5d (no data) 6s (no data) 6p (no data) 7s
References This effective core cost, Zeff, were adapted from the following references: E. Clementi and D.L.Raimondi , J. Chem. Fis. 1963, 38, 2686. E. Clementi, D.L.Raimondi, and W.P. Reinhardt, J. Chem. Fis. 1967, 47, 1300. Electron binding energy Electron binding energy for oxygen.
All values of electron-binding energy are given in eV. The binding energy is cited relative to the vacuum level for rare gases and H2, N2, O2, F2 and Cl2 molecules; relative to the Fermi level for metals; and relative to the top of the valence band for semiconductors. Label Orbital eV [literature



reference] K 1s543.1 [2] L I2s41.6 [2] Notes I am grateful to Gwyn Williams (Jefferson Laboratory, Virginia, USA) providing the electron binding energy data. The data is adjusted from references 1-3. They are counted elsewhere on the WWW (reference 4) and in paper form (reference 5).
References J. A. Bearden and A. F. Burr, Revaluation of X-Ray Atomic Energy Levels, Rev. Mod. Phys., 1967, 39, 125. M. Cardona and L. Ley, Eds., Photoemission in Solids I: General Principles (Springer-Verlag, Berlin) with additional fixes, 1978. Gwyn Williams WWW table of values D.R.
Members, (Ed.) in Chemical Rubber Company handbook of chemistry and physics, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, U.S., 81st edition, 2000. J.C. Fuggle and N. Mårtensson, Nuclear Level Binding Energy in Metals, J. Electron Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom., 1980, 21, 275. 275.
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